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Peace And Love to the Reader and to All,
First of all I am a Moor/American Lineal Descendant of The Autochthonic Divine Beings Manifested on
the 6th Day of Creation with Dominion over the Land, Air, and Sea, and I thought it Proper to Publicly
share my Perception on the “Rudder” starting with the following reason.
I was studying in John Bouviers’ Concise Encyclopedia of Law, Francis Rawles, 3rd Revision, the definition of ‘Government’, page 1366. The first thing it says is [ “Latin”) gubernaculums ], a Rudder”. It
goes on, however, with that as the very first sentence in the definition of government.
This brought me back in thought to the Noble Eight Fold Path of the Buddha because the “rudder” is a
glyph in Asiatic / Moorish Culture for the “Dharma wheel” (Law Wheel) or Wheel of Life. The Rudder Glyph has eight handles, like the one at the heading of this page, and is in conjunction with the
‘Noble Eight Fold Path’ of the Buddha.
Let’s define the words Noble, Buddha, and Dharma, for clarification of the Dharma Wheel / Wheel of
Life, in respect to this subject, as they are interrelated with the Rudder, then we will define the ‘Noble
Eightfold Path’ and the nobility of the Number ‘8’.
Definition of “Dharma.” (Sanskrit: Law) Hinduism & Buddhism: Law; that is religious
law; doctrine; duty; virtue. Reference: Websters International Unabridged Dictionary with
reference history of the world, page 612, published 1910. Here is a reason for the 1st
Amendment Religious Freedom Clause in the American Constitution 1791.
Definition of Dharma - (dar) noun. (Sanskrit: Law) a Buddhist term for that on which the
Law of Truth and Virtue is based; also, the law itself. Reference: Websters Unabridged
Dictionary, Published 1936.
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Dharma is to cultivate the knowledge and practice of laws and principles
that hold together the fabric of reality, natural phenomena and personality of human beings in dynamic interdependence and harmony. http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dharma_(Buddhism)
Definition of Noble- adj [French Noble from Latin Nobilis, High-born,
noble, from noscere, gnoscere;, to know.] 1). great; elevated; dignified;
being above everything that can dishonor reputation; as a noble mind;
a noble courage; noble deeds of valor. 2). Exalted; elevated; sublime.
Synonyms: exalted, stately, majestic, grand, high, illustrious, imperial,
august, generous, magnanimous.
Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary (1936) page 1107.
On Page 1463 of Websters Unabridged International Dictionary, with reference history of the world, it
says the same thing except enumeration #2 for the definition of Noble is a bit more elaborate. See infra
(below):

Noble - 2). Possessing the power of transmitting by inheritance
some acknowledged preeminence founded on hereditary succession;
of high birth or exalted rank or station, whether inherited or conferred; of, pertaining to, belonging to, or constituting, the nobility;
distinguished from the masses by birth, station or title; high-born,
high, aristocratic; exalted; as, noble blood or birth; a noble personage or family. Reference: Page 1463 of Websters Unabridged International Dictionary with reference history of the world..
Buddha – [Sanskrit, the enlightened, wise, sage, from budh, to
know.] The deity of Buddhism; the great teacher and reformer; the
perfectly enlightened one, the apotheosis of abnegation. Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary (1936) page 220.
Buddha means "awakened one" or "the enlightened one." Buddha is
also used as a title for the first awakened being in an era. Note the
etymology of Buddha and Noble as referenced above, both use the
language “to know” in the etymon. Gautama Buddha, is also known as Siddhārtha Gautama.
Prophet Noble Drew Ali affirmed, “we” honor all true and divine prophets: Jesus (Yeshoua), “Buddha”
Shakyamuni), Confuscious (Kong Fuzi), Mohammed etc.
In conjunction, I emphasis on “Buddha”, and the ‘Noble Eight Fold Path’ of the Buddha, as I find
these are mental liberation revelations.
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The Dharma Wheel / Wheel of Law/ Wheel of Life
In Unicode the wheel is represented by U+2638
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashtamangala)

Enumerations of the Noble eightfold path of the Buddha are: each ‘1’ of the
‘8’, are represented by a handle on the Rudder / Dharma Wheel / Wheel of Law.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Right view (Clairvoyance / unimpaired perception)
Right intention
Right speech (Jurisdiction; Juris = Right +Diction = Speech / Words–(See 1st Amendment)
Right action
Right livelihood
Right effort (moral effort is the key to life if you know how to use it)
Right mindfulness (foreknowledge)
Right concentration

This Noble (elevated) eightfold path of the Buddha is consistent with Surah 2 #138 Al baqarah Holy
Quran of Mecca, which clearly states, “our religion is the baptism of Allah and who can baptize better than Allah?” See 1st Amendment, Religious Freedom Clause.
What makes this great in perception, is that these words are in conjunction with the science of the number ‘8’ and the divine planet Uranus’ connection to number ‘8’.
Uranus, the mythological parent of Saturn, commences the first series of a higher round or cycle of
celestial influence. His nature is that of Mercury upon a more interior plane, and that of Mars and
Saturn combined upon the lower physical plane. As Mercury is the first of the planets (in distance to the
Sun / Sol). Uranus is the eighth (8th) or “octave” expression of the first (Mercury), consequently, we
can only properly observe the real influx of this planet (Uranus) upon the higher or mental plane…
Reference: “The Light of Egypt” Volume 1 page 270.
Definition of Urania- noun [Latin, from Greek Ourania, Literally the heavenly one].
Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary, page 1841.
Definition of Uranus- noun [Latin from Greek; Ouranous, heaven or Sky].
Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary page 1842.

Infinity glyph is the number ‘8’ sideways and it goes in an out of the laya line
(physical and mental realm) without breaking its continuum.

Definition of Octave - noun. [French from Latin octavus, eighth, from octo, eight].
Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary Page 1127.
‘8’ is the only nonzero perfect power that is one less than another perfect power, by Mihăilescu's Theorem. Let us examine the word octave (8) in Music, because music is one of the seven (7) Liberal Arts,
and these are basic principals of Freemen.
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Definition of “Liberal”, adj. [Middle English - liberal; Old French - liberal; Latin - Liberalis, of or
pertaining to a Free man, noble, Liberal]. Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary Page 956.
Definition of “Music of the Spheres”; the harmony supposed in mythology to have been produced by
the accordant movement of the heavenly bodies, and heard only by the gods. Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary Page 1079 definition of Music (Music of the Sphere).
In music, an “octave” is an Eighth, or interval of seven degrees or twelve semitones. The Octave is the
Most Perfect of the chords, consisting of six full tones and two semitones major. It contains the whole
diatonic scale. Reference: Websters Unabridged Dictionary Page 1127. (Notice in this reference the ‘7
‘degrees = Elohim, and the 12 semitones = the Zodiac constellations).
“The Avatar, the Messenger must be the harp whose notes vibrate in all
the spheres…the harp, the chord, the word, having felt with all; is the
seed and Ra of the universe”. Reference: “Light of Egypt” Volume 1,
page 185. (The Octave is the Most Perfect of the chords — ‘As above So
below’).
I cannot omit the fact that octo, meaning ‘8’’, is consistent with the
Month / Moon of October, according to the Moor / American Natural New
Year, which is, in conjunction with the stations of the Sun, on March 21st
or the Vernal Equinox (Spring Season). At such time the Sun is in conjunction with the Constellation Aries / Northern Hemisphere of the Planet
Earth, Thus is the first Month/Moon of the Natural Year/Anno in Moors /
Americans Aboriginal culture / heritage.
What is also interesting is that the born day of Gautama Buddha, also known as Siddhārtha Gautama, Shakyamuni, or more commonly, Buddha, is March 21st - “The Vernal Equinox.” Counting
from March 21st, October is in fact the 8th month as stated in its name (octo). The Sun enters the constellation Scorpio, the 8th sign of the zodiac, in October.

The Following is an Auxilliary on the subject of this Math/Liberation
Arabic numerals or Hindu numerals or Hindu-Arabic numerals or Indo-Arabic numerals, are
the ten digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). They are descended from the Hindu-Arabic numeral
system developed by ancient Indian mathematicians, in which a sequence of digits such as
"975" is read as a single number…The reason the digits are more commonly known as "Arabic
numerals" in Europe and the Americas is that they were introduced to Europe in the 10th century by Arabic-speakers of North Africa, who were then using the digits from Libya to Morocco. Arabs, on the other hand, call the system "Hindu numerals", referring to their origin in
India. This is not to be confused with what the Arabs call the "Hindi numerals", namely the
Eastern Arabic numerals (٩ - ٨ - ٧ - ٦ - ٥ - ٤ - ٣ - ٢ - ١ - ٠)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Arabic_numerals.
Off of mental reflection we have all these interrelated concepts. I now have a different perception about
the rudder glyph in conjunction with the ‘Noble Eightfold Path of the Buddha’, which does not necessarily represent a maritime jurisdiction. Yet, it can’t be ruled out in conjunction with man and Genesis
1:26, 1:27, 1:28. According to those scriptures we, the Aboriginal people, were given Dominion over
the Land, Air, and Sea. Since this writing is interrelated to the Rudder /Dharma Wheel / Wheel of
Life (Law), and the Rudder is associated with a ship on the sea, let’s emphasize ‘Dominion over the
Sea’.
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Hebrews 6:19: which hope, we have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast, and which enter
into that within the veil. The Ankh is embodied within the Anchor glyph and the word Ankh and the
first 4 letters of Anch-or appear to be related.
Examine the images below. The Anchor has strong resemblance to the Ankh, minus the base of the
anchor as displayed below. The anchor, looks like the Ankh with an umbilical Chord attached.

Psalm 107— The LORD Delivers from Trouble
Could the following have more to do with the Trauma of Birth, the personal sojourn when entering and
traversing the waters of the womb, where your ‘vessel’ (body) is shaped and formed at the will of Allah?
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They that go down to the sea in ships, that do business in great waters;
these see the works of the LORD, and his wonders in the deep.
25
For he commandeth, and raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the waves thereof.
26
They mount up to the heaven, they go down again to the depths: their soul is melted because of trouble.
27
They reel to and fro, and stagger like a drunken man, and are at their wit's end.
28
Then they cry unto the LORD in their trouble, and he bringeth them out of their distresses.
29
He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof are still.
30
Then are they glad because they be quiet; so he bringeth them unto their desired haven.
31
Oh that men would praise the LORD for his goodness, and for his wonderful works to the
children of men!
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In phrenology ‘discourse’ is a faculty of the
brain, thus a condition of the mind and the word
discourse comes from latin discurses, to run to
and fro; dis - from, in different directions, and
currere, to run. Reference:
Websters unabridged 1936 definition of discourse in conjunction with Psalms 107 : 27, and Questions 74 and
75 from the 101s Questionnaire.

From the 101’s Questionnaire:
74). What did the Higher self say to the Lower self at one time when he met him?
Answer: Where are you going Satan?
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75). What was the answer the lower self gave to the higher self?
Answer: I am going to and fro the earth seeking whom I may devour.
76). Has he finished his task of devouring? Answer: Yes!
The Rudder, with its ‘8’ handles, is the Dharma Wheel / Wheel of Law
in Asiatic / Moorish Culture, and is relative to the Noble ‘Eightfold Path’
of the Buddha. I will close this writing with the definition of Bhagavad
Gita and Svadharma, which are relative writings and suggested readings.
The Central Teaching of the Gita is the attainment of freedom, by the performance of ones Svadharma or duty in Life. Reference: the Srimad Bhagavad
Gita page ii—foreword.
Bhagavad-Gita Sanskrit bhagavadgita = ‘the song of the exalted one’ - Krishna or Vishnu.
Reference: Webster Unabridged International dictionary with reference history of the world
published 1910 page 218.
Svadharma (Sva = Self + Dharma = Law in the Asiatic Sanskrit Language.)
Self +Law or “Autonomy/Autocracy”.
Autonomy – [Greek autonomia, independence, from autos self and nemein to hold sway].
1). the power or right of self government, whether in a community which elects its own
magistrates and makes its own laws, or in an individual who lives according to his own will.

"Much has been said of the impropriety of representing men who
have no will of their own. ...they are men, though degraded to the
condition of slavery. - Alexander Hamilton.

I.S.L.A.M. = I Self Law Am Master

Image of Queen Maya, Mother of Siddhārtha Gautama,
Shakyamuni or simply Buddha.
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